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Reporting
Corporate Responsibility
Welcome to Mobilink’s 4th Corporate Responsibility
Report. Within this report we share our approach,
objectives and performance on Mobilink’s core CSR
pillars i.e. education, environment, health and disaster
relief, for the year 2013.  Being a leading corporate entity
of Pakistan, Mobilink is cognizant of its obligations as
a responsible corporate citizen, the testimony of which
is its many interventions that have been recognized for
their social efficacy and resultant impact. The report
aims to highlight in particular a corporate culture of
sustainable growth, one that distinguishes itself on the
basis of benevolence, empathy and volunteerism.  
4

Scope

The report includes an overview of Mobilink’s social
investments across the geographical expanse of Pakistan
and prioritizes the issues that are most critical to the
well-being of our communities. The report covers the
period from January 1st, 2013 to December 31st, 2013
and builds on our last report published in March 2013.
The report also encloses highlights of financial accounts;
however, the content in the CR Report is not representative
of our fiscal performance for the year 2013.
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Intended Audience

This report is meant for a range of stakeholders including
Mobilink customers, employees, communities, policy
makers, government line departments, regulatory bodies,
international aid agencies, supply chain partners and
other industry players.

Assurance

The data in this report and the methodology for collecting
it has been internally reviewed. The reported information,
facts and figures are accurate to the best of our knowledge.
However, we will continue to improve our reporting and
verification methodologies in the years to come.

Reporting Guidance

In preparing this Report, we have made reference to the
Corporate Triple Bottom Line (TBL) reporting approach.  
TBL helps us to optimize and communicate the impact
of Mobilink’s investments on economic vitality, natural
resource stewardship, and community well-being. For
the first time, Mobilink has also disclosed significant
statistical parameters as stipulated by the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI). The above has been initiated
with the aim to subsequently report in accordance with
the core requirements of the GRI in coming years.

Omar Manzur
Head of Corporate
Communications, Mobilink
omar.ma@mobilink.net
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Message from Jo Lunder
CEO, VimpelCom Limited
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Mobilink, our business in Pakistan,
is a key part of VimpelCom and has
demonstrated great commitment
to its customers and the broader
population.

As a major international company
serving customers across four
continents, we are committed to
operating responsibly and make
our contribution towards a more
sustainable world.  Mobilink,
our business in Pakistan, is a
key part of VimpelCom and has
demonstrated great commitment
to its customers and the broader
population.
There is increasing focus on
the role of business in society
and expectations of corporate
behaviour are constantly
increasing.  We recognize that a
wide range of stakeholders have
a legitimate interest in how we do
business and our aim is to find the
path that balances these interests
to be a successful, growing
company over the short and long
term.  For example:
•

•

We aspire to constantly
delight our customers, and
ensure that our products and
services are safe, accessible
to as many people as possible,
and marketed in a transparent
and responsible way
We aim to treat our employees
fairly and help them to

develop the skills to succeed
in their careers
•

We strive to operate safely
and responsibly in the
communities where our
facilities and network are
hosted, and support those
communities through good
quality employment, reliable
coverage and lending a hand
with local community issues

•

We aim to work fairly with our
supplier partners to source
high quality products and
services that are produced
ethically, and at prices that
enable us to be competitive in
the market

•

We need to be good partners
with the governments
that provide our licence
to operate, and work
constructively with the
regulators who set the
operating framework.

But, as well as behaving in
a responsible way, mobile
telecommunications businesses
also have the opportunity
to apply their technology to
addressing some of the world’s
biggest challenges.  Providing

connectivity to communities gives
access to new possibilities and I
have been very impressed with
the way that Mobilink is tackling
the important issue of literacy in
Pakistan – particularly amongst
rural women. This creates
exciting new opportunities for
those women as well as creates
new customers for the future - A
win-win outcome.
I am also very proud of
how Mobilink Foundation’s
‘Torchbearer’ volunteers have
given their time and energy
to help their fellow Pakistanis
get back on their feet after the
earthquakes and floods that have
blighted the country in recent
years.  This is a great example of
business connecting with society
in a very direct way.
Mobilink has a good track record
of reporting its performance
to stakeholders and I am very
pleased to be able to help in
introducing this latest report. This
is a great company, doing great
things. I hope you find their story
interesting.
Jo Lunder
CEO, VimpelCom Limited
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Message from Rashid Khan
President & CEO, Mobilink
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Mobilink’s CSR division displayed an
ambition for growth, a commitment
for achieving results and a zeal for
venturing into new domains.

At Mobilink, we strive to achieve
excellence, not merely by
providing the best service possible
but by being a brand of passion;
one that resonates with the needs
and ideologies of our customers
and the communities we operate
in. We believe that brands should
be felt, not just seen or heard, as
feeling creates deeper and more
meaningful relationships with the
customers. The same philosophy
lies at the heart of our new brand:
an idea that customers want to
spend time with, an idea that is
the outcome of endless days of
nerve wrecking strategic thinking,
hard work and decision making.
As the largest telecom network in
the country, Mobilink has led from
the front in its contribution to the
development and fostering of a
robust and progressive ecosystem
for telecommunication services.
Mobilink is committed to providing
easy access and connectivity to
people across Pakistan through its
innovative products and services.
In addition to business investments,
Mobilink is dedicated to create a
positive change in the communities

that are directly affected by us. Our
social investments are as critical to
us as are the business dividends.
Our corporate responsibility
footprint aspires to reach out to
every stakeholder we interact with.
We believe that integrity and ethics
are both critical when it comes to
dealing with employees, vendors,
regulators and investors.
The Mobilink Foundation, since
its inception in 2008, has been
the flagship of Mobilink’s social
investments in the fields of
education, health, environment
and humanitarian assistance.
The Foundation comprises of our
Torchbearers: Mobilink’s employee
volunteers, who are determined
to go above the call of duty in
ensuring a better everyday for
communities.

of excellence in the realm of
corporate citizenship, as accepted
locally and internationally, has put
us on the cusp of inspiring new
and innovative industry standards.
Mobilink commits to being
the leader in corporate social
responsibility initiatives and
focuses on developing a culture
that encourages ownership and
pride, and helps our core values
resonate across all levels of our
business.
With this report, we are hoping
to reflect on the results of these
efforts, while highlighting
Mobilink’s commitment to being
transparent in all that we do.
Rashid Khan
President & CEO, Mobilink

The year 2013 witnessed
many achievements and
accomplishments in the field
of corporate reponsibility. The
division displayed an ambition
for growth, a commitment
for achieving results and a
zeal for venturing into new
social domains. Our pursuit

9
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Message from Bilal Munir Sheikh
Chief Commercial Officer, Mobilink
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What we can guarantee is that Mobilink
will always be present to make ‘a better
everyday’ for Pakistan.

At Mobilink we embrace each new day,
in unison, with a commitment to make
a discernible difference to the lives
of millions that we serve. We believe
that well-intended businesses serve
societal interests, and that business
leaders of today are accountable for
the prosperity of the society and not
just commercial interests.
Mobilink, the brand and the business,
has embarked upon an exciting
transformative journey, one that
hinges upon commercial dynamism
and business vitality. The Mobilink
of today is representative of various
commercial functions and, as a
business entity, remains greater than
the sum of its individual parts. While
Mobilink’s Mobile Financial Services
(MFS) work to bring the nation into the
fold of mobile banking, our Customer
Care division stands out in the industry
as it re-introduces the customer as
our most critical stakeholder, one that
is empowered by Mobilink to create,
comment on and share all that is
close to their heart. Our trademark
services including data and voice,
are designed to suit the demands of
over 38 million customers and serve
more individuals than any other utility
or service provider in the country.
Mobilink’s Value Added Services (VAS)
have transformed cellular connectivity

into an information and entertainment
conduit. With the recent advent of
Mobilink 3G, we herald the dawn of a
new beginning and a new era. Mobilink
3G’s unparalleled technological and
commercial outreach is already helping
its customers realize a better, bigger
and faster every day.
Our association with VimpelCom
Limited means that we have adopted
the group’s vision of “focusing locally,
empowering people, connecting
globally.” Mobilink espouses
characteristics such as a heightened
focus on passion, professionalism
and leadership from the VimpelCom
Way. Our brand ideology is proving
to be an asset as it helps to increase
Mobilink’s outreach across Pakistan
and maximizes the value for our
stakeholders.
The year 2013 witnessed Mobilink’s
Corporate Responsibility extending
its social investments to those
geographical enclaves and social
classes which remain marginalized and
underserved. Mobilink Foundation’s
interventions proactively reached out
to rural and peri-urban areas across
the country. The aim has been to form
strategic institutional linkages and to
implement grassroot initiatives, the
result of which is a corporate culture of
social inclusion and compassion.

The GSMA’s Global Mobile Awards
2013 recognized Mobilink Foundation’s
efforts in education by selecting the
SMS-Based Literacy program as the
winner of the inaugural ‘Connected
Life Awards’. The program was deemed
to be the ‘Best Mobile Education or
Learning Product or Service’. Mobilink
was also the recipient of Shaukat
Khanum’s Social Responsibility Award
for ‘Top Contributing Corporate in the
Country’. The year concluded with
Mobilink successfully qualifying for
the WWF’s Environmental Audit which
qualified the company as the first and
the only telecom operator in Pakistan
to have received the Green Office
Certification.
Mobilink’s ‘Har Dil.Har Din.’ is a
testimony and a promise, one which
resonates with the company’s
commitment to propelling the
nation into an era of prosperity and
development. While the advent of
the above will require our sustained
efforts, what we can guarantee is that
Mobilink will always be present to
make ‘a better everyday’ for Pakistan.
Bilal Munir Sheikh
Chief Commercial Officer, Mobilink
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VimpelCom
Focusing Locally. Empowering People. Connecting Globally.
VimpelCom is one of the world’s largest integrated
telecommunications service operators with over 200
million users across 18 countries. Since its commercial
launch almost 20 years ago when VimpelCom comprised
of a five based station system and connected a total of
1000 mobile phones, it has come a long way to become
a global service operator and provides voice and data to
over 753 million people globally. VimpelCom provides
services under the “Beeline”, “Kyivstar”, “djuice”, “Wind”,
“Infostrada” “Mobilink”, “Leo”, “banglalink”, “Telecel”,
and “Djezzy” brands.

prevalent social, economic and environmental conditions
vary enormously. As a major international company,
VimpelCom’s commercial growth maintains a profound
and visible congruence with responsible business
operations. The manifestation of the said commitment is
in the form of its benevolent contributions to fostering
more educated, self-reliant, resilient and enterprising
communities.
VimpelCom is headquartered in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, and is traded on the NASDAQ Global Select
Market under the symbol “VIP”.

VimpelCom functions in a broad range of markets where

Our History
1992
VimpelCom
founded by a
Russian scientist
and an American
entrepreneur
Company registered
as a joint stock
company

1996
First Russian
company since
1903 to list on the
New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE)

2005
A successful
re-branding
campaign
completed

2008
Merger with Golden
Telecom completed –
enhancing integrated
telecommunications
and internet services in
Russia and the CIS
49.9% stake in Euroset,
the largest mobile
retailer in Russia and
the CIS, Acquired

2010
VimpelCom and
Kyivstar merged
into new entity
VimpelCom Ltd.
Headquarters
moved to
Amsterdam

2011
VimpelCom
acquires Wind
Telecom
Mobile subscriber
base surpassed
200m mark in
October
Announcement of
the Value Agenda

2012
Sale of joint
venture stake
in GTEC-Mobile
(Vietnam)
Increase to
50.0% of
ownership
interest
in Euroset
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Mobilink – The Prelude
Mobilink GSM dates back to 1994
when it emerged as Pakistan’s first
GSM Cellular Mobile Operator.
Two decades on, Mobilink remains
the country’s largest cellular
communications company,
providing its customers integrated
telecommunication services across
20,000+ cities throughout Pakistan
as well as a roaming connectivity
in over 140 countries. Mobilink
is serving more than 38 million
customers nationwide with the
country’s largest voice and data
network comprising over 9000 cell
sites.
From the biggest cities to remote
villages, Mobilink’s network outreach
and connectivity remains unmatched
and unparalleled. Mobilink boasts
a fiber optic web of over 6,500
kilometers and a customer service
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experience that is personalized,
valuable, empowering, and
inspirational.

remarkable social investments that
very often find their way to the most
deserving.

Mobilink maintains market
leadership through cutting-edge
integrated technology, the most
economical & individualized
tariff plans, a consolidated brand
philosophy, consistently improving
customer service, and the largest
portfolio of value added services.

The setting up of Mobilink
Foundation in 2007 as an
independent body to manage
Mobilink’s Corporate Responsibility
(CR) function was an eloquent
testimony of the organization’s
commitment to the development
and progress of the communities it
operates in. Till date, the Mobilink
Foundation is the only registered
non-profit organization in Pakistan’s
telecommunication sector. In 2012,
Mobilink Foundation was certified
by Pakistan Centre for Philanthropy
(PCP) in recognition of its efforts that
have made a veritable impact on the
lives of thousands of countrymen.  

As one of the country’s largest
corporate entities, Mobilink is
mindful of its social responsibilities
and has diligently contributed to
the socio-economic prosperity and
livelihood of its communities. The
ethos, values and spirit of altruism
and social innovation is reflected in
Mobilink’s organizational culture.
Evidence of the above is our

Mobilink’s Corporate Responsibility Report 2013

Pakistani customers had access to
analog based (AMPS) mobile services only

1992
1994

Pre 1992 - 1999

Pre 1992

1998

Mobilink becomes the first operator to
launch SMS and free incoming calls.
Orascom Telecom acquires 89% of
the company’s stakes

Mobilink launches first call centre in Lahore,
becoming the first to serve customers
in their own regional languages
Mobilink re-brands, with new logo &
brand positioning
Jazz re-brands, with new logo &
brand positioning
Star re-brands as ‘Indigo’

5 million
10 million

Mobilink crosses five (5) million
customers’ milestone

Mobilink launches GSM services in
Pakistan and becomes the leading
operator in the country
Jazz – Pakistan’s first pre-paid mobile brand
is launched. Mobilink re-brands, with
new logo and brand positioning

2000

2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005

Star – Mobilink’s post-paid brand is launched

Mobilink becomes the first operator to
win a GSM license in Pakistan

Mobilink World – Comprehensive collection
of cutting edge Value Added Services (VAS)
Launched

2001
2003

2004

Mobilink

Timeline

20
YEARS

2005

Mobilink crosses ten (10) million customers’ milestone
Jazz Octane – Jazz’s youth package launched

2007

2008

2006 - 2010

2006

Mobilink crosses thirty (30) million customers’
milestone
7500+ cities, towns, villages & countless
destinations covered across Pakistan

30 million

Mobilink Foundation established as a
custodian of Mobilink’s CR initiatives

2011

2011, 2014

Mobilink re-brands, with new logo and
brand positioning.
20,000+ cities, towns, villages &
countless destinations covered
across Pakistan

20 million

Mobilink launches ‘Jazba’ pre-paid package
targeted at the youth market

2010

‘Jazba’ package upgraded to a
stand-alone brand

Mobilink crosses twenty (20) million customers’
milestone

2013
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New Brand Ideology

Around a year-and-a-half ago we
came to a conclusion that today, oneway communication doesn’t build
brands; conversations however do.
Brands should be felt, not just seen
or heard. When brands are felt, they
create deeper and more meaningful
relationships with their customers.
Such brand-customer relationships
spark conversations. The same
philosophy lies at the heart of our
new brand: an idea that customers
want to spend time with, an idea
that is the outcome of endless days
of nerve wrecking strategic thinking,
hard work and decision making.

talked to. They are digital natives, not
digital migrants.

The psychographics of today’s
customers are not the same as were
two decades ago. Today, we have a
demographically younger audience
who have come of age in the decade
of the media boom.

The new Mobilink campaign is not
merely a rebranding. It is a re-launch
and a new market positioning; a
new brand idea and a new voice.
Mobilink the brand has embarked on
an exciting new journey. A journey
that seeks to bring people closer to
what they love. In the new inclusive
economic paradigm, customers
are no longer happy being passive
viewers. They want to create,

This ‘data’ generation, or millennial,
is socially-engaged, globally aware,
politically vocal, demonstrative
and expressive; and expects to talk
with their chosen brands and not be

18

However that is not the only thing
which has changed; with the
marketplace becoming increasingly
cluttered by the day, the costs of
businesses are rising. For this very
reason, it was imperative to shift
from being a complex brand, to
one that is simpler and easier to
understand and connect with. We are
now excited to engage the emotions
of our customers, as opposed to
focusing on price-wars. We want to
be ‘one’ with the customers and the
one and only brand they can rely on.

comment on and share all that is
close to their hearts. Mobilink seeks
to enable just that in every way
possible.
Our new vision of ‘Being One’ reflects
our vision and purpose, while
encompassing our passion for what
we want to achieve in the future.
The brand’s visual expression is
communicated through a system of
core elements that come together
to create a distinctive, vibrant and
dynamic look and feel. A key element
among these is the new Mobilink
Orb which reflects our brand’s
fundamental values. Its spherical
shape represents our global view.
Innovation is captured through the
dynamic, continuous motion of the
curves. The collective spirit of our
organization is seen in the openness
of the Orb which is all-inclusive
in its transparency. Mindful of our
heritage, the new Orb is inspired by
our original symbol and depicts the
letter M in its static state. The color
red, so synonymous with our brand

Mobilink’s Corporate Responsibility Report 2013

‘Jazz’, has been carried forward to
add continuity to the transition.
To activate the meaning of the
company’s name and to reflect our
goal of constant innovation, ‘The
Links’ is a visual device that builds
on the energy of the logo and its
connecting motion. Each link is
another leap forward — connecting
people, friends, family, business and
opportunity to a better everyday.

Our association with VimpelCom
Limited means that we adopt the
group’s vision of “focusing locally,
empowering people, connecting
globally.” The new Mobilink also
adopts characteristics such as
a heightened focus on passion,
professionalism and leadership from
the VimpelCom Way. The new brand
ideology is proving to be an asset,
as it helps boost and increase our

outreach across Pakistan and helps
maximize value for our stakeholders.
The new brand also creates a new
window of opportunity for us to
enhance our focus on corporate
responsibility. The success of the
new Mobilink will be built on our
continuing endeavor of Being One
as we reach out and touch Har Dil,
Har Din.

Total number of Base
Transceiver Stations (BTS)

Total Voice Usage

Total SMS originated

9288

100.12

77.7

Total Mobile Phone
Internet Users

Total GPRS usage

Total numbers of subscribers

10.8

4.274

37.6

MILLION

BILLION MINUTES

Gigabites

BILLION

MILLION
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Customer Excellence Delivering A Better Everyday
As industries, markets, technology and product-centric
advantages witness maturation, the one corporate asset
that stays truly unique and valuable is the relationship a
company enjoys with its customers. These relationships
are forged by the overall experience that a customer has
with a company or a brand, at different touch points and
at different stages of a customer lifecycle, starting right

20

from when a customer thinks about buying a product
through the actual purchase.
How well an organization understands its customers, and
designs and delivers the right set of experiences around
its customers’ needs, determines its ability to build
relationships that are profitable and sustainable.

Mobilink’s Corporate Responsibility Report 2013

In line with its brand promise of delivering a Better
Everyday to its customers, Mobilink strongly focuses on
delivering customer experiences that are personalized,
transparent & valuable, empowering and inspiring.
These traits are not only being embedded in the
customer interface (front end, touch points, products
and communication) but are visible across the entire
business value chain and are instrumental in Mobilink
consistently and convincingly delivering remarkable
customer experience.
At Mobilink it is believed that customer excellence as a
differentiator is only conceivable when everyone in the

organization is orientated towards this goal. Given the
unique industrial dynamics and challenging competitive
landscape, Mobilink has decided to step up and embrace
the challenge. The journey towards achieving customer
excellence has already begun. Creating memorable
experiences for the customers, based on a customer-centric
culture and approach helps Mobilink in sharing a Better
Everyday with its customers.

“At Mobilink customer excellence is not
a department; it’s everyone’s job”.

21
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Institutional Memberships
GSM Association
Mobilink is a member of the
GSM Association (GSMA) which
represents the interests of
mobile operators worldwide.
Spanning across 220 countries,
the GSMA unites nearly 800 of
the world’s mobile operators
and more than 250 companies in
the broader mobile ecosystem.
These organizations include
handset manufacturers, software
companies, equipment providers
and internet companies, as well as
organizations in financial services,
healthcare, media, transport and
utilities. GSMA is accredited for
organizing industry leading events
and forums including Mobile World

Spanning across 220
countries, the GSMA unites
nearly 800 of the world’s
mobile operators with more
than 250 companies

Congress and Mobile Asia.
Mobilink received premier
recognition at the GSMA Mobile
World Congress in February 2008,
which served to highlight the
company’s contribution to Pakistan’s
economic and social growth. The
GSM Association declared Mobilink’s
flagship mLiteracy Project the
winner of ‘Best Mobile Education or
Learning Product or Service’ at 2013
Global Mobile Congress.

World Business
Council for
Sustainable
Development
The World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD)
is a CEO-led, global association of
some 200 international companies
dealing exclusively with business
and sustainable development. It
was created in 1995 and is based in
Geneva, Switzerland.

GSM ASSOCIATION

22

The Council provides a platform for
companies to explore sustainable
development, share knowledge,
experiences and best practices, and
to advocate business positions on
these issues in a variety of forums,
working with governments, nongovernmental and intergovernmental
organizations.

The Council provides a
platform for companies
to explore sustainable
development, share
knowledge, experiences
and best practices

BCSD Pakistan was formally
launched in November 2006 with
Mobilink becoming a member of the
council in September 2007. Till date,
Mobilink remains the only Telecom
Operator on this prestigious panel.

WORLD BUSINESS COUNCIL
FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
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Pakistan Centre for
Philanthropy
Mobilink Foundation’s status as a
credible NGO was certified by the
Pakistan Centre for Philanthropy
(PCP). The certification was
bestowed in recognition of Mobilink
Foundation’s excellence in executing
large scale humanitarian and social
development initiatives across
Pakistan. Mobilink Foundation
remains the first and only telecom
industry corporate responsibility
function to be awarded this
prestigious certification.

Mobilink Foundation’s
status as a credible
NGO was certified by
the Pakistan Centre for
Philanthropy (PCP)
The PCP is the only Non-Profit
Organization (NPO) certification
agency authorized by the
Government of Pakistan, which
authenticates and certifies

the credibility, transparency
and performance of Non-Profit
Organizations (NPO) through an
assessment and validation process.
This also includes verification of
the evaluation by an independent
certification panel comprising of
representatives of SECP, Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR), members
of media and prominent civil society
organizations.
The PCP certification was awarded
to Mobilink Foundation after an
extensive evaluation that assessed
the Foundation for internal
governance structure, financial
management and program delivery.
The certification is a testament
to the diversity and outreach of
Mobilink Foundation’s programs.

Overseas Investors
Chamber of
Commerce and
Industry
Mobilink is a member of the
esteemed Overseas Investors
Chamber of Commerce & Industry

PAKISTAN CENTRE FOR
PHILANTHROPY

(OICCI). Established in 1860s,
OICCI is a platform which serves
to promote foreign investments,
thereby playing a vital role in the
growth of commerce and industry in
the country.
As the oldest and largest investment
Chamber, OICCI draws on a diverse
membership, both in terms of sector
and geography, with the current 189
members representing 33 different
countries and 14 different sectors of
trade and industry.
In 2010, Mobilink was recognized by
the OICCI as the top donor amongst
its member companies for relief of
the flood-affected people.

A platform which
serves to promote
foreign investments,
thereby playing
a vital role in the
growth of commerce
and industry in the
country

OVERSEAS INVESTORS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AND INDUSTRY

23
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Mobilink Foundation
The establishment of Mobilink
Foundation in 2008 is testimony of
Mobilink’s commitment of giving
back to the host communities.
Mobilink remains the only cellular
company in Pakistan that has
formally institutionalized its
corporate responsibility function
by registering a non-profit entity
under Section 42, of the Pakistan
Companies Ordinance 1984.
Since its inception, the Foundation
has devotedly provided assistance to
its communities not only financially

but also through thousands of
volunteer hours.  
The Foundation is committed
to providing improved access
to education and healthcare,
developing a clean and green
Pakistan, as well as providing
humanitarian assistance to fellow
countrymen during natural disasters.
It seeks to promote a country in
which everyone has the right to
quality education. The Foundation
aspires for a Pakistan where people
will have access to comprehensive

healthcare, irrespective of their
financial and social background.
Mobilink Foundation aims at
introducing progressive and
sustainable improvements to the
underprivileged by empowering them
with tools to take their fortunes in
their own hands, and to support and
self-sustain their livelihoods.

Sharing Value
The concept of sharing value is integral to all initiatives undertaken by Mobilink Foundation, with every program
planned with the objective of maximizing value for internal and external stakeholders.
The principle of shared value serves to highlight Mobilink’s strengths, innovative technology, infrastructure, outreach
and subscriber base by forging partnerships with critical stakeholders. Mobilink aims to generate value and symbiosis
and maximize value for all parties by integrating our CR footprint with our business core.

Foundation
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Monetary contributions can be made to the Mobilink Foundation via:
NIB Bank
Swift Code: NIBPPKKA
Mobilink Foundation IBAN: PK06 NIBP 0000 0000 0488 0617
Branch: Post Mall Branch – Islamabad
Branch Code: 10111
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Mobilink Foundation’s Shared Value Framework takes the following into consideration to maximize the impact and
recognition of its interventions:
•

Catalyzing public sector stakeholders

•

Maximizing social return on investments (SROI)

•

Aligning CR objectives with business priorities

•

Leveraging social and business innovation

Operational Structure
The operations of the Mobilink Foundation are managed
through Mobilink’s Corporate Communications Team,
which has a supervisory oversight over the selection of CR
initiatives and budgetary spend.
The involvement of Corporate Communications in the
management of Mobilink Foundation leads to advantages
such as:
•

Sharing value amongst key stakeholders

•

Highlighting inspiring leadership

•

Developing relevant and sustainable partnerships

•

Ensuring proactive employee engagement

•

Developing comprehensive communication

•

Social and baseline impact measurement

Torchbearers
Organogram
President & CEO

Chief Commercial
Officer
Corporate
Communications
Department
Mobilink Foundation
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Volunteerism at
Mobilink
Mobilink’s culture of excellence encourages employee
volunteerism as a core value. As a best practice,
Mobilink involves its staff to lead and participate in its
corporate responsibility (CR) initiatives, both by pay roll
contribution and time dedication.
Mobilink Foundation activities are spearheaded by the
Mobilink Torchbearers, who not only lead the corporate
responsibility drives but also assist with baseline
studies, community mobilization, project monitoring and
evaluation, and periodic impact assessment. On many
occasions, Torchbearers have accompanied Mobilink
Humanitarian Relief Caravans to disaster struck areas
and have been involved in various on-ground initiatives in
remote parts of the country.
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Mobilink
Torchbearers

Mobilink’s volunteers are recognized
as Torchbearers and comprise of more
than 800 active employees who lead and
support Foundation’s initiatives in all
project areas.  CR activities are organized
across the country with organizational
support provided by ‘Torchbearer
Mentors’ who are responsible for
managing the initiatives within their
respective regions.
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Volunteer Hierarchy
Corporate Responsibility Function
Regional Mentor
(South)

Regional Mentor
(Central)

Regional Mentor
(North)

Regional Sub Mentors

Regional Sub Mentors

Regional Sub Mentors

Mobilink Foundation Torchbearers
No. of
Torchbearers

No. of Volunteer
Hours Logged (2013)

Pay Roll
Contribution

821

4396

2,024,916

PKR
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Awards & Recognitions
Pakistan Center for Philanthropy
Mobilink Foundation became the first and only telecom
industry CR function to receive certification by the
Pakistan Center for Philanthropy (PCP). The certification
was awarded in recognition of the Foundation’s
excellence in large scale humanitarian and social

Green Office Certification –
World Wide Fund for Nature
Mobilink successfully qualified for the WWF’s
Environmental Audit to become the first
and the only certified telecom operator in
Pakistan. Mobilink received the Green Office
Award in recognition for its environmentally
sustainable practices as introduced at its
regional office in Lahore for a 35% reduction
in carbon footprint and 50% in solid waste,
among other measures taken.
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development initiatives across the country, after an
extensive evaluation that assessed the Foundation for
internal governance, structure, financial management
and program delivery. The awarding of PCP certification
is a testament to the efficacy and outreach of Mobilink
Foundation’s interventions and establishes the credibility
of its institutional operations.
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GSMA’s Global Mobile Award
The GSMA’s Global Mobile Awards 2013 recognized Mobilink Foundation’s efforts in education by selecting the ‘SMS
Based Literacy’ program as the winner of the inaugural ‘Connected Life Awards’. The program was deemed to be
the ‘Best Mobile Education or Learning Product or Service’. The program, Mobilink Foundation’s flagship corporate
responsibility project aimed at educating rural Pakistan, was highlighted by the competition’s jury as an “excellent
and needed mobile initiative with an explicit educational ideology that opens up new learning opportunities for a
disadvantaged rural group.”

Shaukat Khanum Corporate Social Responsibility Award
Mobilink Foundation was the recipient of Shaukat Khanum’s Social Responsibility Award for Top Contributing
Corporate. The award acknowledged the Foundation for being the top donor of 2012.
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Business
Beyond Usual

iii
•
•
•
•
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Triple Bottom Line
People and Sustainability
Planet and Sustainability
Profits and Sustainability
United Nations Global Compact
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Sustainability at Mobilink
At Mobilink we strive to furnish the evolving demands of our stakeholders and fulfill that role of contemporary
business. Modern Businesses are not described only through the prism of economic categories and financial returns.
The concept of corporate responsibility has been added to the benchmarks, and the impact of enterprise and its nexus
with the society is continuously being assessed.  

Triple Bottom Line
Mobilink’s leadership believes that social responsibility and business ethics mark the foundations of a successful
business. As an organization that has taken pride in its altruistic business culture, ethos and practices, Mobilink
resolutely subscribes to the triple bottom line approach. Triple bottom line is a three-dimensional framework of
performance which is built upon the concept of sustainability of people, planet and profit. The approach is commonly
referred to as 3P.
•

People - refers to the employees as well as communities a corporate works with. A socially responsible
enterprise considers the betterment of both and constantly works as a beneficiary of the society.

•

Planet - refers to efficient use of the natural resources so as to conserve them for future generations.
Carbon/ecological footprint reduction and energy conservation has emerged as one of the core values of a
responsible corporate citizen.

•

Profit - refers to the revenue generated whilst keeping the social, environmental and economic responsibility
a priority.

As explained in following sections, Mobilink has introduced the 3Ps in all its business endeavors as an effective
approach towards sustainability.

People
Over the last few years, Mobilink has been diligently working to cater to the needs of its employees by providing a
work environment and upgrading the standard of living of its customers and the communities. Mobilink has taken
charge of reaching out to the under-resourced communities and serving them to the best of their interests. The
company has expanded its approach in the social sector and has actively contributed to the uplift of the society by
providing means to quality education, healthcare facilities and disaster relief.

Planet
Environmental conservation is one of Mobilink’s primary Corporate Responsibility ambits. The departmental
framework recognizes the importance of transforming Mobilink into an eco-friendly organization; one that not only
is cognizant of its ecological footprint, but also strives to mitigate the same. Activities and initiatives are designed
and held with the aim to conserve the organization’s encashment areas and biodiversity, and sensitize the staff to
contribute towards conversation of the planet.

Profit
Being the oldest and the largest telecom operator in a challenging economy, Mobilink and its leadership has been
dedicated to sustain and grow its business interests. Mobilink has been applauded for its contribution to the local
economy and is one of the largest corporate tax payers. While seeking higher returns for its investors, the company
has created thousands of direct and indirect employment opportunities, and is proactively working to empower the
youth of Pakistan.  
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People and Sustainability
Our Employees
Mobilink takes pride in its HR function for its strategic
contribution to the business through activities pertaining
to talent acquisition, employee engagement, talent
management and development.  The year 2013 marked
many HR initiatives and milestones aimed at creating a
high-performance culture at Mobilink.

Talent Acquisition and
Engagement
Mobilink always aims at attracting and hiring the best
fit for all positions in the company. In 2013, apart from
recruiting the most talented human capital externally,
the additional focus was to encourage the progress
and development of talent from within the company.

Gender Diversity at Mobilink
Year

Male

Female

2012

87.5 %

12.5 %

2013

87.2 %

12.8 %

Age Diversity at Mobilink
≤ 20

21 - 30

31 - 40

41 - 50

≥ 51

Total

2012

1

1551

1803

280

49

3684

2013

0

742

1814

332

44

2932
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The internal recruitment channel encouraged merit-based
internal applicants to compete for relevant roles; internal
sourcing contributed to more than 30% of the total
placements for 2013. Such focus on grooming the internal
talent ensures a progressive environment for employees
whose commitment and motivation increases manifold
through such opportunities.
Sincerely committed towards giving back to the
community, Mobilink takes steps every year to strengthen
relationships with academia and to acquaint students with
practical tips and know-how through various projects and
programs. The Mobilink Talent Drive, Summer Internship
Program 2013 and Student Development Workshops
were all endeavors in the same direction this year. Such
efforts not only strengthen Mobilink’s linkage with the
community, but also contribute to the creation of a skilled
resource pool that eventually makes up the talent pipeline
for various industries.
A synopsis of the gender and age diversity trends
indicates that the concept of equal opportunity employer
is epitomized at Mobilink, as equal opportunities of
employment and career progression are provided to both
genders as well as people with special needs. Employee
engagement initiatives launched in 2013 focused on
developing a culture of connectivity, ownership and team
work. Programs such as offline sessions, away days,
recognition gatherings, building bridges and town halls
covering more than 1300 employees were conducted to
engage, inform and link employees towards a common
goal. These internal meet-ups revitalize the conducive
culture at Mobilink and ensure that the Mobilink talent
stays focused and engaged.

Talent Management and
Development
As part of the targeted talent management and
learning interventions in 2013, Mobilink employees
were empowered with a broader knowledge-base
and enhanced skillset to support their professional
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development. The top management was provided with
trainings such as Leading the Culture of Innovation
and Fostering Talent which had a trickle-down effect
on their teams. With a spirit of encouraging in-house
talent of the organization, nation-wide Learning Centers
were launched this year. These state-of-the-art learning
facilities provided an avenue for internal trainers to
facilitate Mobilink employees in their professional and
personal development spheres.
E-learning was another key learning initiative launched
in 2013 in collaboration with Harvard Business School
and Gem International. The e-learning platforms have
received tremendous appreciation from employees as
these are convenient yet thorough opportunities to polish
the respective skill sets.  
The year marked the start of a year-long Executive
Coaching Program conducted for the Talent Pool
members. The customized Ken Blanchard coaching
sessions enabled individuals to discuss and work on their
weak links with the help of expert international coaches.  
Linked with the new commercial brand image of
Mobilink, came the revamping of the Mobilink values.
The renewed conviction towards being passionate,
professional and leading with purpose was shared with
the entire employee base through rebranding awareness
sessions.  This transformation of Mobilink’s values and
behaviors got followed by targeted trainings of more than
800 people managers conducting effective performance
reviews based on the new parameters. With Mobilink’s
revived and revitalized brand image, specific focus was
laid upon customer orientation through the ‘Customer
Experience’ guide delineating the organization’s
priorities for top customer service. This initiative has
catered to more than 370 people managers of the
customer-focused departments.
The HR function symbolizes the ideology that every
Mobilinker should be enabled to passionately live a better
every day, inspired and empowered by visionary leadership,
a professional culture, progressive learning and a nurturing
Mobilink lifestyle. Evolving though years of commitment
and innovation, the HR function is continuously aspiring
and aiming for a better everyday @ Mobilink!

2010

2011

2012

2013

Associates

18,544

17,520

23,304

71,222

Specialists

1,024

184

512

45,899

Managers

6,688

2,592

6,528

37,985

Director

13,544

9,096

11,888

3,166

Total Training Hours

39,800

29,392

42,232

158,272
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Our Communities
A key priority of Mobilink as a socially responsible
business is to develop and maintain mutually beneficial
relationship with its community. Mobilink takes an active
interest in community well-being, and has in return
generated community support, loyalty and noticeable
good will. Employees and management have firm belief
in the spirit of shared value, which offers Mobilink’s
technological assets, business innovation, infrastructure
expanse and subscriber base. The aim of the above
is to alleviate economic deficiencies, foster social
partnerships, and contribute to the community’s quality
of life.

One of the most imperative overarching social pursuits of
Mobilink’s social investments is to enable social inclusion
for the poor and the marginalized. Social inclusion is
central to ending extreme poverty and fostering shared
prosperity, and is both an outcome and a process of
improving the terms on which people take advantage
of burgeoning global opportunities. Torchbearers very
frequently plan community-centric activities as means to
social inclusion as an end. Below is a list of the various
drives which served to introduce the typically excluded
social groups into the fold of mainstream social activity:

Day Out with Greenland School
Mobilink Torchbearers, in collaboration with the
school management, organized a day-out activity
with the students at the Greenland School. The
session was planned at the Lahore zoo, with more
than 20 Volunteers from the Central Region coming
together for the cause. The activity was aimed at
imparting a sense of social inclusion within the
children with special needs.
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Torchbearer’s visit to Dar-ul-Sakun
Mobilink Torchbearers organized a day long activity at Dar–ul–Sakun, Karachi. The facility provides shelter and
education to more than 230 special and socially-displaced children. The activities included a painting competition,
give-aways and refreshments while interacting with the resident children at the facility.

Student Counseling Session
The Torchbearers conducted student counseling
sessions at The Citizens’ Foundation School,
Shah Faisal Colony, Karachi. The purpose of the
session was to engage children belonging to underprivileged echelons of the society and to inculcate a
sense of social inclusion in them. The Torchbearers
spent their time getting introduced to the students
and teachers of the institution.

The Citizens’ Foundation
Rahbar Program
Mobilink Torchbearers, in collaboration with the
Citizen’s Foundation, arranged an orientation session
of its Rahbar (volunteer teaching) program. The
session, attended by 30 torchbearers, was aimed
towards providing mentors to the students, who are
not only teachers but could also play the same role as
elder siblings.
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Planet and Sustainability
The Environment at Mobilink is mandated as one of
the core ingredients of corporate responsibility. As a
responsible corporate citizen, Mobilink has launched a
number of projects focused on stimulating environmental
awareness, preserving nature and assuring sustainable
development. The leadership believes that the well-being
of our communities and planet is imperative for the longterm viability of our business.
Mobilink has adopted a three-pronged approach, in
pursuit of environmental sustainability and conservation:
•

Reduction of business carbon footprint by
implementing environmental management
system in office environment

•

Recycling and reusing redundant organic and
inorganic waste materials

•

Introduction of alternative energy solutions
and championing the adoption of eco-friendly
practices within the organization

Across all commercial and non-commercial value
chains that comprise Mobilink, environmental impact
is very carefully monitored. Benchmarks, as defined by

Environmental Management System (EMS), are strictly
followed including energy consumption, water usage and
waste generation. Mobilink’s organizational ethics and
practices are centered on the respect for environment
and are circumspect of the value of resources for future
generations.   
Mobilink has made a diligent attempt of reducing its
carbon/ecological footprint by introducing energy
efficiency at the workplace. Mobilink volunteers
have assumed the responsibility of ‘Green Wardens’
who proactively advocate the ‘recycle-reuse-reduce’
philosophy. Green Wardens are also entrusted to educate
and inculcate amongst Mobilink’s employees the critical
importance of eco-friendly business practices.
The Corporate Responsibility function regularly organizes
Eco-Preservation walks and cleaning campaigns in
selected endangered ecosystems across the country.
Recent drives have seen volunteers clean Margalla Hills’
hiking trails and Karachi Coastal Belt. Termed ‘Walk
to Preserve’, these campaigns are extremely popular
amongst employees and logged over 1300 hours during
the year 2013.
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Profits and Sustainability
For nearly two decades, Mobilink has been an integral
part of Pakistan’s telecommunications landscape, and
has remained the leading cellular services provider of the
country despite competitive and economic challenges.
Mobilink’s management teams take a long-term view
of our financial success, which in turn is intertwined
with the economic success of Pakistan itself. Over the
last two decades, we have set the benchmark for voice,
SMS and data services in Pakistan’s telecommunication

Our role in Pakistan’s economic development is further
highlighted by the role that Mobilink’s management plays
in advising on government policy for the telecom sector.

2011

2012

2013

Revenue (USD)

1,129,715

1,133,620

1,065,916

EBITDA (USD)

392,199

418,566

442,345

EBITDA Margin

34.7%

36.9%

41.5%

253,570

172,217

190,405

USD ‘000

Capex (USD)
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industry, and have created business strategies in order
to capitalize on the opportunities that this creates.
In the pursuit of profit for itself, Mobilink has also
created countless opportunities for others in the form of
infrastructural investment and job creation, which have
in turn put Pakistan on a path of economic progress.
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United Nations Global Compact
Mobilink is the first telecom operator in Pakistan to have endorsed the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), and
to have represented Pakistan on this global development platform. The Global Compact is a practical CR framework
for the development, implementation and disclosure of sustainability policies and practices. It offers participants a
wide spectrum of work streams, management tools and resources, all designed to help advance sustainable business
models and markets. As a strategic policy initiative, UNGC equips businesses to align their strategies with ten
universally-accepted principles in the areas of human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption.
Mobilink’s commitment to UNGC has helped to enhance and strengthen its engagement towards its communities in
the realm of environment, society and governance. Mobilink has strived to shape its business actions and operations
in consonance with the ten principles (explained below), highlighting the significance of social strengthening and
sustainable development. As one of the leading corporate entities of Pakistan, Mobilink pledges in serving the
communities with well-sustained social and environmental amenities in the best of their interests, and promises to
leave a benchmark as a socially-responsible corporate for future generations to come.
Mobilink, its leadership and employees remain committed to progressively making it a shared value-driven business.

HUMAN RIGHTS PRINCIPLES
PRINCIPLE 1
Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights
PRINCIPLE 2
Make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses

LABOR STANDARDS
PRINCIPLE 3
The freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining
PRINCIPLE 4
The elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor
PRINCIPLE 5
The effective abolition of child labor
PRINCIPLE 6
The elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation

ENVIRONMENT
PRINCIPLE 7
Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges
PRINCIPLE 8
Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility
PRINCIPLE 9
Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally-friendly technologies

ANTI- CORRUPTION
PRINCIPLE 10
Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery
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Social
Investments

iv
•
•
•
•
•

Health
Education
Environment
Disaster Relief
Partnering with Mobilink Foundation
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CSR Activities in 2013
Health
S.No

Description

Region/City

1

Annual Children Mela -Shaukat Khanum
Memorial Hospital

Lahore

2

Nationwide Blood Donation Drive

Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar,
Hyderabad, Multan, Gujranwala

3

Upgradation of National Institute of
Rehabilitation Medicine - NIRM

Islamabad

4

Story Telling- Shaukat Khanum Memorial
Hospital

Lahore

5

International Tobacco Day

Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi

6

Patients’ Counseling - Indus Hospital

Karachi

7

Super Hero Blood Donation Drive

Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar,
Hyderabad, Multan, Gujranwala

8

Children Cancer Day - Shaukat Khanum
Memorial Hospital

Lahore

9

Global Hand Washing Day

Islamabad, Karachi

10

Pink Ribbon Campaign

Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar,
Hyderabad, Multan, Gujranwala

Description

Region/City

Education
S.No
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1

Children Painting Competition-Islamabad Traffic Police Islamabad

2

Teach to Transform - Park School F6

Islamabad

3

Teach to Transform - DSRA Academy

Karachi

4

Teach to Transform - The Citizen Foudnation

Karachi

5

Day Out with Greenland School

Lahore

6

SMS Based Literacy Program

Punjab, FATA, Sindh

7

Mobilink Foundation - ICT Lab

Kashmir

8

Students Counseling Session - The Citizen Foundation Karachi

9

The Citizens Foundation - Rahbar Program

Karachi

10

Mobilink Foundation - ICT Lab

Chakwal

11

Torchbearers Visit to Dar-ul-Sakun

Lahore

12

Pehli Kiran School - Mobile Library

Islamabad
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Environment
S.No

Description

Region/City

1

Tree Plantation - World Earth Day

Lahore

2

Walk to Preserve Margalla Hills (3 activities)

Islamabad

3

Beach Cleaning Activity - Pakistan Life
Savers Association

Karachi

4

Green Office Initiative

Islamabad, Lahore

5

Shoot to Preserve - Margalla Hills

Islamabad

6

Adopt a Plant

Islamabad

Disaster Relief
Description

Region/City

1

Abbas Town Relief and Rehabilitation Drive

Karachi

2

Baluchistan Earthquake Relief

Baluchistan

3

Goods’ collection campaign

Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar

S.No
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Activities in
Islamabad
Health
Education
Environment
Disaster Relief

Activities in
Karachi
Health
Education
Environment
Disaster Relief

6
3
5
1

6
4
1
2

Activities in
Lahore
Health
Education
Environment
Disaster Relief

7
2
2
1

Activities in
Peshawar
Health
Education
Disaster Relief

2
1
1

KPK
AJK

Peshawar

FAT A

Islamabad
Chakwal
Gujranwala
Lahore

Multan

PUNJAB

BALUCHISTAN

SIND
Hyderabad
Karachi

Health
Education
Environment
Disaster Relief
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Health
As a socially responsible business, Mobilink strives to adapt to the evolving needs of society and is committed to
contributing to the overall health and well-being of its communities. Mobilink’s social investments in the domain of
public health are directed to reputable institutions which are providing quality and comprehensive healthcare. Mobilink
Foundation has made valuable investments in the up-gradation of outdated health infrastructure. The Foundation
helps secondary and tertiary health care institutions in fund raising by carrying out nationwide SMS based donation
campaigns. Volunteers participate in blood donations drives and medical camps, and visit resident patients at hospitals
across the country.

Shaukat Khanum
Memorial Cancer
Hospital
Mobilink Foundation’s Torchbearers
helped organize Annual Children’s
Mela at the Shaukat Khanum Memorial
Cancer Hospital (SKMCH). Participating
Torchbearers spent the day with young
patients and took part in different
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activities including storytelling, face
painting and board games.

a chance to interact with the outside
world and to alleviate their spirits.

The second activity of the year in
collaboration with SKMCH was
conducted in April and featured
interactive storytelling and roleplaying for the young resident patients
at the hospital. The activity was held
with the aim to provide the young
patients, some of whom have been
retained at the hospital for months,

Mobilink has regularly carried
out SMS based call for donations
for the hospital. In particular
during Ramadan Zakat Collection
Campaigns, text messages are sent
out to hundreds of thousands of
Mobilink subscribers petitioning for
donations in favor of the hospital.
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Global Hand Washing Day
Global Handwashing Day is a global campaign to motivate
and mobilize millions around the world to wash their hands.
The campaign is dedicated to raise awareness regarding
handwashing with soap as a key approach to disease
prevention. Mobilink Foundation in partnership with United
Nations International Children’s Fund (UNICEF), Defense
Society Residents Association Welfare School and Pehli Kiran
School System organized a nationwide drive to celebrate
the Global Handwashing Day. The initiative was aimed at
inculcating the habit of hand washing amongst children as a
means of preventing communicable diseases. The Mobilink
Torchbearers arranged sessions in various educational
institutions in Karachi and Islamabad, which were attended by
almost 3,000 students who participated in various activities
held on the day.

Nationwide Employee Blood Drive
Mobilink Foundation organized two blood donation drives during 2013 at various company premises. The
Foundation partnered with Sundus and Fatimid Foundations to raise awareness amongst employees regarding
the importance of donating blood. Experts from the Sundas Foundation also held sessions to educate Mobilink
employees about the need for safe donation and the importance of safe blood transfusion. The sessions also
helped to promulgate amongst employees that safe transfusion of blood helps save millions of lives every year.
Blood donations can help patients suffering from life-threatening conditions live longer and with higher quality
of life, and supports complex medical and surgical procedures.
The second blood donation drive for the year was held across 20 Mobilink offices. The enthusiasm shown by the
Mobilink employees was noticeable resulting in collection of over 502 pints of blood.
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Saying No to Tobacco at Mobilink
World No Tobacco Day is observed around the world
every year on May 31. It is intended to encourage a 24hour period of abstinence from all forms of tobacco
consumption across the globe. To commemorate the day,
Mobilink Foundation organized various activities with
the aim to discourage smoking amongst its employees
and members of public. The activities were held to create
awareness about the harmful effects of tobacco and to
promote a healthy lifestyle.
Mobilink’s No Tobacco Campaign comprised of the
following;
•

No smoking counseling sessions (LHR, KHI, ISL)

•

Activation at customer centers

•

Visual presentations in cafeterias across the country

•

TB on ground activation at SKMH

•

SMS dissemination to subscriber-base

•

Placement of self-help literature at customer centers

• Health advisory, in collaboration with HSSE and
       Pakistan Medical Council

Pink Ribbon Campaign
Mobilink Foundation in collaboration with Pink Ribbon
launched a month long nationwide Breast Cancer
Awareness Campaign in October 2013. This effort is a
continuation of Mobilink’s nationwide support for the
Pink Ribbon Campaign during ‘Pinktober’ as part of which
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Don’t Even
Think
About It!
Mobilink has collected donations through SMS campaign
and has also educated customers using informational
material distributed through bill inserts, customer care
centers and advertising. As part of the campaign, the
Foundation also helped Pink Ribbon organize informational
sessions for Mobilink’s female staff members.  
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National Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine-Upgradation Drive
Mobilink Foundation upgraded the therapy and rehabilitation facility at the National Institute of Rehabilitation
Medicine (NIRM) by contributing a state-of-the-art Triton DTS Spinal Retraction Unit as well as refurbishing the
treatment area. The ‘Spinal Retraction Unit’ was imported by the Mobilink Foundation to aid NIRM in providing
specialized therapy and treatment for up to 1200 patients every month. Mobilink Foundation’s Torchbearers also
participated in the refurbishing of the treatment area to ensure patients receiving treatment in an environment that is
pleasant and conducive to rehabilitation. The facility was inaugurated by Rashid Khan, President & CEO Mobilink, in
the presence of Dr. Fazle Maula, Director, NIRM.

Patients’ Counseling Session at the Indus Hospital
Mobilink Foundation Torchbearers conducted multiple counseling sessions at the Indus Hospital, Karachi. The
counseling sessions were aimed to offer patients the opportunity to look at a number of issues that may be affecting
them emotionally in a safe, non-judgmental and understanding environment. Torchbearers were offered the chance
for patients to speak openly and in confidentiality about the issues that matter to them.
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Education
Education remains one of the most significant
indicators of social progress playing an instrumental
role for a society to achieve self-sustainability and
equitable development. Education is recognized as
one of the top priorities by the UN, and is a critical
parameter of the UN Millennium Development Goals;
only second to poverty eradication.

Inventing New Means of
Education
Mobilink Foundation has been adopting new means
to educate Pakistan and has set forth its vital
objectives to materialize these new ways. The main
objectives of Mobilink’s education drive are:
•

To promote the use of cellular technology
as a tool to increase the outreach and 		
quality of educational programs.

•

To develop and sustain long term
relationships with credible educational 		
institutions.

•

To assist non-conventional educational
institutions with capacity building.
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At Mobilink, the leadership believes that the long term
socio-economic well-being of communities is dependent
on proliferation of education and strengthening of
educational institutions. Education, because of the
remarkable social uplift that it promises, remains the
foremost CR priority as it is considered to be the only
veritable sustainable development tool.
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mTaleem SMS Based Literacy
Program
Mobilink’s ‘SMS Based Literacy’ program works in
collaboration with UNESCO to educate rural women
via mobile phones. The project is the first and the only
Value Added Service in Pakistan that employs a hybrid
of m-learning & classroom environment, and serves
rural women, a group almost entirely excluded from the
conventional educational system in Pakistan. A mLiteracy

platform specially developed by Mobilink for the project helps
teachers to disseminate basic literacy curriculum via SMS.
Designated project facilitators organize classes in learners’
respective villages, and access the platform via GPRS to update
the syllabus. Learners respond to MCQs sent by SMS; the
results of which are logged by the platform to monitor learners’
progress in learning and usage behavior.
As the technical facilitator, Mobilink also provided free
uninterrupted cellular connectivity needed to enable
teachers and learners to sustain the flow of educational
material. UNESCO provided the curriculum suited to the
regional socio-cultural sensitivities. It has also engaged

and managed local support partners tasked to organize
village learning sessions.    
The project was piloted in 2009 when it enrolled a total
of 250 female learners of rural Punjab. At the end of
its 3rd Phase, the project had been able to reach out to
4000 learners who were provided basic literacy skills by
means of interactive lessons via SMS. In its 4th Phase, in
addition to the 2000 new enrollments, the project is also
being used for capacity building of school teachers. The
project’s geographical outreach has been expanded to

Khyber Pakhtunkhuwa (KPK), Sindh, Islamabad Capital
Territory and Federally Administered Tribal Area (FATA).
Mobilink’s SMS based literacy program has enabled
rural women to better manage domestic finances in the
absence of their male guardians. Basic education has
also incited interest in vocational trainings amongst rural
women, some of whom have convinced their husbands
to have them enrolled at local training and vocational
centres.  Moreover the program has noticeably reduced
gender bias to mobile set ownership and the participants
have reported a heightened sense of security as a result
of having an access to means of communication.
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Teach to Transform (T2T) - A
Nationwide Initiative
Teach to Transform, Mobilink’s student mentorship
program that assigns volunteers at various schools across
the country is yet another innovative intervention by the
Foundation. The program is designed with the aim to
improve the quality of teaching and curriculum at underresourced educational institutions.
As a pilot, Mobilink Foundation formed an association
with Defense Society Residents Association (DSRA),
Karachi, where the Mobilink Torchbearers dedicated two
hours each, every week to assist students with classroom

Mobile Library
In line with Mobilink’s commitment to reach out to the
underserved educational institutions, the Foundation
donated a Mobile Library to the students of Pehli Kiran
School System (PKSS) operating under the Jamshed
Akhtar Qureshi – JAQ Trust. The Trust manages a
network of schools and caters children from transient
communities, living on the outskirts of Islamabad.  
The initiative will serve to promote the culture of reading
amongst more than 1400 students currently studying
at 8 PKSS open air campuses across Islamabad and
adjoining areas. Mobilink Foundation established the
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tuitions. The project, over 8 weeks, included interactive
mentorship sessions designed to help students perform
better in annual examinations. The initiative also
emphasized on the importance of extra-curricular
activities as these are known to help with personality
and character building. Since its inception, the project
has also been introduced in Islamabad at Master Ayub’s
Park School, F6 and various campuses of Jahangir Akhtar
Qureshi (JAQ) Trust Schools.
Mobilink Foundation has also donated teaching aids to its
partner schools including note and syllabus prescribed
text books, white boards, stationery, school bags and
seating arrangements.

Mobile Library in a hatch-back vehicle which was refitted to store books in shelves.  The vehicle now travels
with a scheduled route to the 8 campuses of PKSS,
enabling students to benefit from the library. The van
also serves as a means of transport for teachers and JAQ
trust volunteer staff for holding interactive educational
sessions at the PKSS campuses.
Leading by example, Mobilink’s mobile library is a first of
its kind educational initiative in the country that is aimed
at making a difference in the way children adopt and
learn every day.
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Mobilink Foundation ICT Labs
Mobilink Foundation continues to work with various
educational institutions across the country to improve
the curriculum quality and its delivery. Along with
providing conventional education, Mobilink Foundation
aims at imparting the 21st century education which
is based on technology. The Foundation set up two
computer lab facilities in 2013, with the aim to make
basic education and ICT facilities available across
Pakistan.
In June 2013, Mobilink Foundation partnered with
Kashmir Orphan Relief Trust (KORT) home to more than
200 children who lost their families as result of the

Children Painting Competition
To encourage safety on roads, Mobilink Foundation
partnered with the Islamabad Traffic Police to organize
the annual painting competition for school children.
The competition arranged in February 2013, invited
more than 1200 school children (aged 7 - 14). The event
provided them an opportunity to use their creativity and
imagination to paint and sketch their understanding

2005 devastating earthquake, occurred in the northern
areas of Pakistan. The established computer lab facility
comprised a total of ten computer systems serving the
resident students.
In September 2013, the Foundation partnered with the
Punjab Education Foundation (PEF) to set up its second
computer lab facility for the year at a local secondary
school in District Chakwal. The partnership resulted
in the school being able to provide computer based
education to students as well as training its teachers
in line with the latest technology curriculum. The Lab
facility included provision of the latest computer systems,
as well as an integrated communications facility to
enable online lessons within the lab.

of road safety and hazard perception on the road. The
students were also provided orientation from traffic
education experts on the safety of your family and that of
others on the road.
The event with an overall attendance of over 1,500
individuals was one of the most successful CR activities
of 2013 and resulted in notable shared value. Mobilink
Foundation-ITP Painting competition received impressive
media coverage.
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Environment
Environmental sustainability is one
of the fundamental components of
a prosperous society. The Corporate
Responsibility function at Mobilink
strives to inculcate the concern for the
planet and natural resources amongst
its internal and external stakeholders.
Eco-friendly practices have been
introduced to all segments of business
and demand sustainable consumption
of bio-degradable as well as nondegradable resources.
Mobilink Foundation has also adopted
an Environmental Management
System (EMS) at the workplace which
ensures judicious consumption of
electricity, water and fuel. Mobilink’s
Environmental Management System
has been devised in consultation with
World Wild Fund for Nature (WWF)
and is based on a set of processes and
practices that is enabling Mobilink to
reduce its environmental impact and
increase its operating efficiency.
The Foundation actively engages
employees through internal
campaigns and drives with the aim
to help promote environmental
responsibility amongst the workforce.

World Earth Day
Mobilink Foundation organized a tree
plantation drive on the World Earth
Day. The event was held on April
22nd and marks worldwide support
for environmental protection and is
celebrated in more than 192 countries
each year. Mobilink volunteers planted
saplings along the Canal Road, Lahore.
The activity was carried out with
the support from Defense Housing
Authority.
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Walk to Preserve – Margalla Hills
Preservation Campaign
Eco-preservation walks are a regular calendar feature at
Mobilink and are held to preserve the Margalla National
Park in the vicinity of Islamabad. These activities involve
cleaning up of mountain trails by employees and families.

Beach Cleaning Activity
Mobilink Foundation partnered with the Pakistan Life
Saving Foundation (PALS) to carry out a beach cleaning
activity at the Sea View beach in Karachi. Sea View is one
of Karachi’s most frequented beaches, with thousands of
visitors every day, which also results in littering along the
scenic coastline. Mobilink Foundation Torchbearers and

‘Walk to Preserve’ also gives employees a chance to
remain healthy and physically fit. Over 200 bags of
waste and refuse were collected and removed during
the 3 cleaning drives held in 2013. The preservation
walks frequently invite students of under-privileged
schools and educational institutions who are invited
to encourage inclusion amongst the disenfranchised
social groups.  

PALS volunteers conducted the beach cleaning activity,
which lasted for over four (4) hours, and collected over
200 kg of garbage.
The activity was part of Mobilink Foundation’s continuing
drive to preserve Pakistan’s eco-system and bio-diversity.
All waste material collected from these activities is
recycled or disposed of in conformity with environmentfriendly measures.
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Green Office Initiative
Mobilink Foundation has subscribed to Green Office Initiative, which
is a pragmatic and consummate environmental program designed
to promote the implementation of the Environmental Management
Systems (EMS) in offices, leading to enhanced savings and reduction
in organizational carbon footprint. As part of the program, Mobilink  
continues to reduce the consumption of water and electricity as well as
ensures reduction of solid waste produced as a result of its daily work
practices. Mobilink Torchbearers are nominated as “Green Wardens,”
who advocate the Reduce-Reuse-Recycle (RRR) Scheme to increase
awareness among other employees. Environmental-friendly practices
are being replicated in Mobilink offices across the country in line with
World Wild Fund set Green Office guidelines.

Adopt a Plant
Mobilink Foundation pioneered the “Adopt a Plant”
campaign in line with its Environmental Initiatives to
promote a greener working environment. Under the
campaign, the Mobilink head office employees adopted
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over 600 plants. The campaign, the first of its kind, serves
to promote compassion and incites a sense of shared
ownership for biodiversity and natural resources.
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Disaster Relief
Mobilink Foundation has an illustrious history of staying
at the forefront of relief operations during humanitarian
assistance and disaster response efforts. In the nation’s
times of need, Mobilink and its Torchbearers have marked
their presence in the most remote of the disaster struck
areas and have wholeheartedly extended assistance to
the affected communities. Disaster relief campaigns are
conducted with the purpose of alleviating the suffering
of those whose lives and livelihoods have been disrupted

as a result of the calamities. Mobilink has worked closely
with National and Provincial Disaster Management
Authorities, Armed Forces and other relevant government
lines departments during disaster relief campaigns.
Association with aforementioned institutions has
ensured that Mobilink’s assistance in the form
of food and non-food consignments get to the
deserving people.

Abbas Town Relief and
Rehabilitation Drive
Mobilink Foundation carried out an elaborate
relief campaign in response to the fatal bomb blast
at Abbas Town, Karachi. The campaign included
distribution of food/ration bags and domestic
rehabilitation packages for a total of 60 affected
households. Various distribution points were
organized to cater for the dislocated families.  
Torchbearers, in collaboration with District
Administration, participated in various distribution
drives. Mobilink’s on-ground assistance was helpful
in restoring the spirit of life amongst the anguished
community of Abbas Town.
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In September 2013, the District of
Awaran in the province Baluchistan
experienced a series of earthquake
that killed almost 900 people and

with food, water and medicinal
assistance. The first stage of early
relief was followed by two more bulk
dispatches. The shipment to Awaran
and on-ground distribution of relief
goods were carried with the help
of Pakistan Navy and Baluchistan
Disaster Management Authority.

of Baluchistan. Under the campaign,
employees were encouraged to
donate any used or new articles
including clothing, bed sheets,
blankets, kitchen utensils, curtains
and floor mats. Collected items were
handed over to the Pakistan Navy for
onwards shipment.

left many more injured. Mobilink
was amongst the first to respond
and reached out to Awaran and
neighbouring affected Districts

Mobilink Foundation also set up
collection camps at various Mobilink
premises to collect non-food relief
items for the earthquake affectees

Mobilink Foundation’s efforts
reached to almost 10,000 families in
district Awaran and the surrounding
earthquake hit areas.

Baluchistan
Earthquake Relief
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Partnering with
Mobilink Foundation
At Mobilink Foundation, we believe in forming long-term,
sustainable associations with a variety of stakeholders.
Partnerships are a cornerstone of our CR strategy, which
benefit our communities through the introduction of
dynamism, innovation and efficiencies.
Effective application of Mobilink’s Corporate
Responsibility model is dependent on the selection of
good, credible partner organizations with similar subject
interests. Collaborative programs enable value chains
integration which in turn helps to leverage individual
strengths and generates synergy.

Due Diligence
Pre-award due diligence is the process used to assess
the appropriateness of a potential partner or intended
recipient of a donation or a grant. The pre-award due

diligence is an important part of conceiving effective and
responsible partnerships.
Mobilink Foundation’s partner selection process
aims to ensure long-term value from CR investments
by identifying possible weaknesses and risks, and
considering opportunities to enhance capacity of the
potential partner before initiating a program. The process
aims to reduce the risk of funds and project focus being
diverted from agreed development objectives, which
inevitably reduces the desired impact.  Due diligence also
helps to reduce misunderstandings and establishes an
environment of accountability and transparency.

Partner Selection Process
A set of 25 standards are used to assess an applicant’s
organizational structure in the following categories:

Categories

Total

Organizational Governance

100

Financial Systems

100

Program Implementation

200

Maximum Possible Score

400

Following the evaluation process, applicants will be ranked as follows:

TIERS

Percentage Score Obtained

Ranking

Tier 1

80-100

Excellent

Tier 2

65-79

Good

Tier 3

50-64

Average

Tier 4

Below 50

Below Average

An applicant attaining a minimum of a ‘GOOD’ ranking will be eligible to partner with Mobilink Foundation.
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GRI Framework
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a comprehensive
Sustainability Reporting Framework that is widely
accepted and used around the world. GRI parameters,
enclosed within periodic sustainability reports, are
reflective of organization’s values and governance

model, and demonstrate the link between its strategy
and its commitment to a sustainable global economy.
Mobilink’s comprehensive GRI Sustainability Reporting
Framework (below) illustrates the company’s economic,
environmental and social impact resultant of its business

Corporate Responsibility KPI Summary
Country:
Currency:
Scenario:
Year:
Period:
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Pakistan
PKR
Actual
2013
December

EC
EC-05

Economic
Standard entry level wage by gender compared to minimum wage

EC-08
EN
EN-03

Network Capital Expenditure
Environment
Energy consumption within the organization

EN-04

Energy consumption outside of the organization

EN-05

Energy saved (Number of BTS with Carbon emission reducing technologies)

EN-28
EN-29
LA-01

Monetary value of fines for non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations
Environmental impact of transporting products and employees of workforce
LA
Labour Practice and Decent Work
Workforce by employment type / contract / gender

LA-02

Number and rate of employee turnover by gender

LA-04

LA-07

Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreement
Rates on injury, occupational diseases, lost days absenteeism, fatalities

SO
SO-04

Society
Fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations

SO-06
SO-08

Fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations
Fines and non-monetory sanctions for non-compliance

PR
PR-07

Product Responsibility
Non-compliance with Marketing communications regulations and voluntary codes

PR-08

Number of complaints regarding customer privacy and loss of customer data

PR-09
VC

Fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations
VimpelCom specific
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activities. The key performance indicators used in the
framework have been selected to record and report our
most material issues, and, where appropriate, represent
data already being used for decision making and
other management purposes. The company has made

Entry level wage vs minimum wage (%)
PKR

sustainability reporting a standard operating procedure
as it enables greater organizational transparency and
accountability, and helps our stakeholders develop trust
in our business.

Male
Female

18,927,110,365

200.0%
200.0%

Total Buildings Indirect energy consumed
Total Network Indirect energy consumed
Total Buildings indirect energy consumption
Total Network indirect energy consumption
Number of BTS with solar and / or wind energy technology
Number of BTS with free-cooling technology
Number of BTS with hybrid-diesel technology
Number of BTS which are outdoor sites
Number of BTS which use power-saving technology
Purchased and certified CO2-quotas or Emission Reductions
PKR
Total energy used by motor vehicles owned and leased

kWh
kWh
kWh
kWh
BTS
BTS
BTS
BTS
BTS
Tonnes of CO2 Offset

28,679,200
667,411,289
17,619,531
156,184,396

kWh

24,356,363

Total Workforce

Total Male
Total Female
Total Workforce

New employee hires

Male
Female
Rate of staff turnover (New hire ratio)

0.0%
Number of fatalities

258

2,522
5,918
2,873
-

0

2,556
376

2,932

26
9.69%

Work-related / Employee
Work-related / Contractor
Other / Employee

Work related Special Security Incidents
Injury rate per million hours
Injury rate per '000 workforce days

Incidents in which employees were dismissed or disciplined for corruption
Not renewed business partner contracts due to violations related to corruption
Report any concluded legal cases regarding corrupt practices (employee&company)
PKR
Monetary value of significant fines
PKR
Number of non-monetary sanctions
Cases brought through dispute resolution mechanisms
Incidents of non-compliance resulting in a fine or penalty
Incidents of non-compliance resulting in a warning
Incidents of non-compliance with voluntary codes
Complaints received from outside parties and substantiated by the organization
Complaints from regulatory bodies
Number of identified leaks, thefts, or losses of customer data
Total monetary value of significant fines
PKR

3
3
1
0.516238808
0.004062442

0

0
0
0

-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-
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Mobilink Foundation Partnership Application
Applicants desiring to work with the Mobilink Foundation can share their
proposal along with this application at

Foundation

Corporate Communications Department
Mobilink House
F8 Markaz, Islamabad
corporatecommunications@mobilink.net
Name:
Head office address, Telephone, Fax & Email:
Major programs:

REGISTRATION STATUS
Registered under:

Date of registration:

Operational since:

Advocacy

Service delivery

Capacity building

Funding

Support

Intermediary

Education

Health

Environment

Disaster relief

Micro-credit

Women’s rights

Human rights / Social Justice

Arts & Culture

Water & sanitation

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Current CEO:
Chairperson of Governing Body:
Name of organization’s major donor(s):
Number of offices and total staff strength:

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

Other (Please specify):

AREA OF ACTIVITY

Other (Please specify):

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES OVER THE LAST 3 YEARS

Note: Photocopies of this form are also acceptable - Download the form at www.mobilinkfoundation.org
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PARTNERSHIP REQUESTED FOR
Technical assistance

Financial assistance

Sponsorship of an event

PROPOSED PROJECT
Title of the project:

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
Background & Rationale:

Objectives:

Proposed interventions:

Sustainability:

Beneficiary detail:

Note: Photocopies of this form are also acceptable - Download the form at www.mobilinkfoundation.org

Foundation

Monetary contributions can be made to the Mobilink Foundation via:
NIB Bank
Swift Code: NIBPPKKA
Mobilink Foundation IBAN: PK06 NIBP 0000 0000 0488 0617
Branch: Post Mall Branch – Islamabad
Branch Code: 10111

This report is printed on recycled paper.

Pakistan Mobile Communications Limited

Mobilink House, IBC 1, Kohistan Road, F-8 Markaz, Islamabad, Pakistan
+92 (51) 2273984-9 • www.mobilink.com.pk

